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ABSTRACT
Digital spaces have the potential to enhance the engagement of spectators, and the evolving
digital interaction is making a tremendous change in art marketing. But this digital sphere requires
comprehension of the new codes that have emerged, to lead to innovative synergies between the
online and the offline world. Which only can be enhanced with bi-directional interaction, setting
to interlock, involve and cause the spectator’s attention. The arrival of Covid-19 to Ecuador has
been a big opportunity to advance in ICT dissemination and digital mediation techniques, even
though it’s not enough to replace collective experience. This research is oriented to analyze the
digital marketing strategies for artists and artistic products during the Covid-19 pandemic. It’s an
inductive quanti-qualitative approach, with a micro-ethnographic design, and we applied semistructured interviews. We interviewed seventeen artists, producers, cultural managers, and
cultural promotors from several fields of cultural activity in Cuenca, Ecuador. We looked for
persons implicated in art projects during the sanitary emergency in the country. We’ve analyzed
about nineteen projects in total, with a twenty questions questionary. The procedure of this
research is to collect, systematize, and analyze all data we’re using with MAXQDA software. This
study showed us that the arts and cultural sector are complex. Artists use to manage and promote
events too, in other cases must generate formative processes like a sustainable source of income.
This scenario turned out more complex, although, a part of the projects held on the pandemic and
have created new kinds of entertaining and interactive content. Also, there is a thin line between
entertaining and building community content. Finally, we found out that giving priority to
customer loyalty is an indicator of high levels of cultural marketing practices.
Keywords: Interaction, Marketing Strategy, Artists, Customer Loyalty. ICT.
INTRODUCTION
When we talk about marketing, we refer to brands and consume. Despite brands and art
operate on the same symbolic dimension, traditional marketing and arts marketing do not relate to
the same knowledge spectrum. While traditional marketing starts on a need to fill and then make
a specific product for it, arts marketing starts directly on the product and then looks for the best
audiences to reach. The sequence of the marketing mix is different, so the creative process is a
fundamental gear to promote art and engage audiences (Cuenca, 2015; Kubacki & O’Reilly, 2009).
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Until 1984, arts marketing had the focus on the education of audiences and the economy of
the arts. Ten years after that, the researchers were focused on applying the marketing notions to
non-profit arts organizations.
Just in 1995 took place the consumer behavior and social sciences to reach new audiences
(Kubacki & O’Reilly, 2009). So, based on its history, arts marketing is not about forcing the
making of some specific product but fitting the product in the precise audience. Anyway, the artist
always must execute a sensibilization phase to get into the public and its perceptions (Cuenca,
2015).
Plattner (High art down-home: an economic ethnography of a local art market, 1996) already
expresses those artists sell their work as a commodity, although the production of it involves an
intensely creative and personal process. That process could be found in any artistic expression, in
its way, and could be the key to engage audiences. On the other hand, according to Cuenca (2015),
right now just big stars’ image is effective to convince audiences, in other cases artists’ image is
not the best tactic to sell any artwork. That is why the creative process should take an important
role in art and cultural promotion. Nevertheless, if we want to reach new audiences, the best way
is to produce something known for them. In other words, you cannot expect your public growth if
your product is too extravagant. Even in the promotion process, we should tell stories that easily
captivate our specific target, meaning that artists and cultural managers must link their
interpretations with perceptions and expectations of the audience, building strong bonds not only
between the target and the artist but with the artwork too. Both audiences -existing and new onesmust be targets of this work, but former spectators/customers could have deeper needs about it (Le
et al., 2015; Walsmley, 2016).
Bonds have a series of benefits, the main one is customer loyalty. As a consequence, clients
will be more tempted to consume future products and, more importantly, will share positive
references about the product, promoting and extending to potential audiences (Cuenca, 2015).
However, in order to achieve new customers loyalty, playing something interesting for them is not
as important as generating satisfactory experiences. The frequency of assistant will show how
satisfactory were those experiences (Gomez et al., 2019).
Cultural managers have an important role in arts marketing, basically, cultural managers deal
with the fluctuation of economy, politics, competitive activities and customer behavior, also exist
symbolic issues that get into the equation, especially in the no-mainstream art sector. Art and
culture operate in an intellectual and symbolic sphere, the audience requires translation. In other
words, promotion not only must introduce the artwork but overall translate it (Kubacki & O’Reilly,
2009). There are different audiences and each one has distinctive symbols. These niches manifest
themselves in diverse ways and layers of interactions with their world. Cultural managers’ work
consists in engage the symbolic content of the artwork with the understood symbols and shared
conventions of its proper audience. That’s why should know perfectly the product and the target,
and find the cultural connections between both (Buchholz et al., 2020).
Kubacki & O’Reilly (2009) manifest that the big challenge of an art marketer is “to be
a situationist” (p.65). Any arts marketing strategy must be adapted to the multiple factors that
affect each product managed. This work not only relies on segmenting the audience and targeting
ads, even less in the digital age. Nowadays, the evolving digital interactions are making a
tremendous change in the culture markets and art marketing, are expanding the potential reach to
the whole world and with no time limits (Lee & Lee, 2018).
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Arts Marketing’s Interactions in The Digital Age
The arrival of ICT circulation of art products is opening new market opportunities, regarding
this situation, the cultural ecosystem is getting diverse, competitive and specialized ICT has
become and should be a bridge between physical and digital dimensions. Digital spaces have the
potential to enhance the engagement of spectators, without bodily limitations. Furthermore,
cultural management depends every day less on public bureaucracy, so it’s getting a direct
interaction (Barenboim, 2014; Buchholz, 2020).
With the introduction of ICT, the new challenge is comprehending related phenoms to
human sensibility through interaction. Thus, social media could be very efficient in generating it,
even though it involves new kinds of codes. The digital world is a perfect platform for innovative
synergies, and it’s turning arts and culture into daily consumable goods. Only bi-directional
interaction can enhance the art experience. Such online art marketing allows participative cocreation, which means more empowered and sensitized audiences. After all, ICT is a new
communication channel creating a new set of language, with new symbols and new perceptions.
The boundaries of art have dilated, digital technologies have influenced its creation, curation, and
promotion. The expectation of audiences is not the same either. As a tactical solution, Xin Kang
and collaborators (2019) realized that active “digital interaction with the audience can promote
cognitive decoding and enhance kinesthetic and emotional responses to artistic activities” (p.3).
Art marketers must interlock, involve and cause that attention, through interaction. In the words of
Steven Tepper (2008), that precisely is to achieve engagement, because younger audiences want
to connect with art products they consume. They have new kinds of needs like discovering new
symbols and meanings and producing their content as resumes and critiques, based on their
interpretations. All this know-how of art marketing and digital interaction has been the starting
point to deal with the Covid-19 pandemic in the cultural sector (Aburto, 2009; Barenboim, 2014;
Walsmley, 2016).
Arts Marketing from COVID-19 Crisis
The COVID-19 pandemic has triggered a severe economic and social impact, every market
was dramatically affected, but the arts and culture sectors have suffered the biggest kick. Although,
perhaps the viral emergency just made more visible the problems this sector already had much
before the pandemic (Betzler et al., 2020). Cultural jobs have collapsed, and venues had to close
doors for a very long time, so many of them were bankrupt. This situation has increased the
precarity of the arts sector. But, between the many issues of this industry, there is the public value
about it: people do not take artistic activities as essential goods, not before and now even less. So,
nowadays arts marketers have enormous new challenges not only to reach new audiences but to
get former audiences back too (Banks & O’Connor, 2020).
An important part of an artistic experience is socializing and cultivating personal and leisure
networks. Face-to-face presence is more likely to engage an audience with ‘that artist on stage’
(Buchholz, 2020). This actively demonstrates that the COVID-19 pandemic has been a big
opportunity to advance in ICT and digital mediation techniques, even though it’s not enough to
replace collective experience (Betzler et al., 2020).
Although digital actions will never replace face-to-face experience, the real social media
potential is to build a community, cultivating connections with increased accessibility facilitating
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involvement, loyalty, co-creation and co-financing. Furthermore, no longer former targets could
be actors and beneficiaries, also people that could have geographical, financial, or healthy
restrictions to consume the product (Ryder, 2020).
The following research is presented from an innovative approach due to the fact that there
are few studies about arts marketing in the Latin American context. Most of them are from the
USA and Europe. The pandemic crisis seems to be changing the forms of interaction related to art.
Therefore, it is prescribed to know the incorporation of digital marketing strategies in the
promotion of the cultural sector in Ecuador considering the experiences of artists.
METHODOLOGY
This research is oriented to analyze the digital marketing strategies for artists and artistic
products during the COVID-19 pandemic (gen. obj.). While the specific objectives are: [1] to
explore the level of use of social media and digital marketing tools to promote artists and artistic
products during the COVID-19 pandemic, [2] to determine the interaction and engagement levels
resulted from the initiatives of digital art marketing, and [3] to set up an action plan in order to
enhance the digital promoting of artists and artistic products.
The methodology of this paper is based on Cuenca’s research (2015). This is an inductive
quanti-qualitative approach, with a micro-ethnographic design, and we apply semi-structured
interviews.
We’re going to analyze how the arts sector from Cuenca, Ecuador, is managing its digital
marketing strategies in the COVID-19 crisis. So, the starting point from some particular cases is
to extrapolate general conclusions about effective and non-effective digital marketing strategies
for artists and artistic products in the Latin American context (inductive approach). To do this, we
need to collect and systematize some data (quantitative approach) about engagement and
interaction of social media. And it’s also important to explore the ideas and experiences of arts
marketers (qualitative approach).
The micro-ethnographic design refers to explore experiences and significations from specific
niches in their own environment (qualitative), in this case, will be professionals of the arts sector.
Also, we’re collecting data (quantitative), so this is a mixed investigation.
Data Collection Technique
Firstly, we’re making semi-structured interviews with seventeen artists, producers, cultural
managers, and cultural promotors of several fields of cultural activity from Cuenca, Ecuador:
scenic arts, cinema, music, visual arts, formative processes, institutional processes, and events
production. They were selected by the convenience of this research and based on the experience
of the researcher. We looked for persons implicated in art projects during the sanitary emergency
in the country. We’ve talked and analyzed about nineteen projects in total. Also, we’re making a
non-participant observation, which means the information has been collected with no interference
from the researcher.
While structured interviews are too rigid for deep researching, with semi-structured
interviews exists some margin of flexibility to explore detailed information about any experience
or knowledge (Whiting, 2008).
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We’ve made a questionary with twenty questions, which are categorical questions, rating
scale questions, and open-ended questions. The questionary was the same for every interviewee,
with little form changes according to each case.
The procedure of this research is to collect, systematize, and analyze all data we’re using
with MAXQDA software. This is a software for mixed-method researches and allows to analyze
of all kinds of data. The information has been coded only qualitatively. It was coded based on
similar possible answers to each question. We got 529 coded text segments from the transcription
of the interviews.
DATA ANALYSIS
From seventeen cultural actors’ interviews and about nineteen different projects. We asked
what their project about is and interviewees mentioned and frequency of communication is applied
for. Table 1 shows the combination of these labels in each of 17 interviews.
Table 1
FIELDS OF ACTIVITY CONFIGURATION OF CODES
Frequency
Visual arts
2
Scenic arts
2
Formative + Music
1
Collective + Event
1
Music
1
Formative + Cinema
1
Artistic communication + Event
1
Formative + Scenic arts + Event
1
Artistic communication + Institutional processes
1
Scenic arts + Collective
1
Cultural venue
1
Event
1
Cinema + Artistic Communication
1
Music + Visual arts
1
Artistic communication
1

Of all 19 projects, four of them were one-person projects. So, the directors also were in
charge of the dissemination of their projects. Three interviewees were communication
professionals, two do the PR, and two have experience in marketing. The other eight projects have
diverse conditions about the people involved in them.
The most used platforms for promotion were Facebook by the 17 interviewees, and
Instagram by 16. Following WhatsApp (11) and a website (9). In “others” category (7) there are
cultural agendas like Cuyker, travel forums like TripAdvisor, and YouTube, which only in two
cases is used with a marketing purpose. Mailing had 6. Every user of TikTok (4) is just beginning
with this app. On the other side, Twitter (3) is not only the less used platform, but it is used very
infrequently Figure 1.
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Figure 1
USED PLATFORMS PERCENTAGE OF USE

Eight people choose the platforms based on targeting reason. That means the target of their
projects was active in those specific platforms. These eight persons use Facebook and Instagram,
and six use WhatsApp. Four bases the platform decision on their familiarity with it. And two of
them are based on better numerical reach.
Interviewees were inquired about the kind of content in these platforms to determine the
objectives of this content. We find out that fourteen people make it to build a community and
thirteen to entertain. Eight people post advertising and five post informative content like interviews
on radio or press Figure 2. Theory mentions the possibility of co-create artistic products, however,
no interviewee has taken action with this objective.

Figure 2
OBJECTIVES OF CONTENT PERCENTAGE

Six interviewees do not recognize the engagement concept, but five have an advanced
acknowledgement of this term. On the other side, about interaction term, six people have basic
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recognizing and another six’s it’s advanced. Otherwise, only four persons were sure of knowing
advanced techniques of digital marketing.
We asked how much of their content is promoted, seven interviewees rather stand with
organic content only, and six promote it just a little, just the other four promote more than ten
percent of their content Figure 3.

Figure 3
PROMOTED CONTENT PERCENTAGE

Five people promote the advertising content, and three rather promote better-interacted posts.
80 % of the people who rather organic content only manifested that paying used to be
counterproductive. On the other hand, on promoted posts, four people apply advanced
segmentation criterion, and three has intermediated criterion.
When it comes to measuring results, ten use the metrics of the platform itself, five use an
intuitive measuring, and three measure by conversion. It must be said that some people use more
than one metric tool. On other hand, nine interviewees don't use any social media managing app.
About interaction into their social media accounts, seven projects (41,2 %) have regular
interaction and six (35,3 %) manifested frequent interaction. As well as interaction with the
audience, nine projects (52,9 %) assure to respond to every comment and message, and eight (47,1
%) respond to the majority of comments and messages. There are five coincidences between
regular interaction and a major response, and four coincidences between frequent interaction and
total response Figure 4.
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FIGURE 4
INTERACTION MAP MAP OF CODES

We asked about their conformity with the number of followers, with the intention of know
how relevance they give to this variable. Actually, six interviewees give more relevance to
customer loyalty. The other ones gave varied answers Figure 5. Finally, about their future vision,
seven people (41,1 %) said that are thinking of hiring a professional for promotion, four (23,5 %)
said they need to improve their strategy, and three (17,6 %) will increase engaging content,
increase followers and get more promotion education.

Figure 5
SUCCESS MEASUREMENT FREQUENCY

Evidently, because of the high frequency of Facebook and Instagram use, and the prevalence of
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building community and entertainment objectives, the coincidences between these platforms and
this kind of content are numerous. Both platforms and WhatsApp also have many co-occurrences
with targeting reasons for their use Figure 6.

Figure 6
PLATFORMS USED – REASONS OF USE MAP OF CODES

As well as, the co-occurrence between build community, entertainment, and the relevance
given to customer loyalty is large. In addition, this last variable is related to a high level of
interaction Figure 7. However, between the level of interaction and objectives of content, there is
not any surprising association.
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Figure 7
CONFORMITY – INTERACTION MAP OF CODES

Each six interviewees that gives more relevance to loyalty manifested to be very conformable
with the loyalty of their audiences, but, at the same time, they expect it to increase. Some of the
specific actions of these people were stories with storytelling, valuable content, posting about the
artists involved, diffusion with direct messages, expectative campaigns, reels and videos, taking
pictures of popular people in events, a good hashtag strategy, and entertainment for quarantine.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The first issue realized with this study is that the arts and cultural sector is complex. An artist
is not only an artist, in some cases, artists manage and promote events too, in other artists must
generate formative processes like a sustainable source of income. More than 20 % were one-person
projects, which means the artist, or the cultural manager is his or her own marketing department.
In the case of the cultural venue, we should understand that the most important stakeholder of it
are the artists. It's almost the same with the public institution’s employee interviewed. Of course,
from the pandemic, this scenario turned out more complex. A lot of artistic projects lost people of
their teams, because of different reasons. That's why a little part of those got less activity on their
social media accounts. Unlike, the other part, the people who held on during the pandemic created
a new kind of content and focused more on entertainment (and interactive) content.
Art has an inevitable entertainment dimension, by its own nature. This condition made
difficult the differentiation between this objective of content and building community. So, build
community is more associated with valuable content and intending to get niche integration, while
entertainment is content the audience can spend the time with. Even though, the line between these
two kinds of content is thin. Posting a song is to create entertaining content, but labeling their
Facebook friends in that posted song is a building community action. Also, the entertainment
content could build a community too.
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Meaning that the same song is capable of getting some niche integration. Similar thing is
with the platforms’ stories, basically it’s entertainment content, but it has potential to build
community too, especially if uses elements to interact with it. No one has tried digital co-creation,
and it's worrying because that's one of the most recommended uses of the digital sphere, even more
in pandemic times.
Despite people rather stand with organic content only, most of the professionals have some
percentage of promoted content. Also, most of the people who pay promotion this much do it in
better-interacted posts. Otherwise, there are projects too in which paid promotion is indeed
counterproductive, but this kind of projects requires being really active on social media. People
who prefer to stand organic content use to measure Key Performance Indicators with the metrics
of the platforms. Although, every marketing or communication professional has not only one
metric tool but mixed between technical apps and their own measurements. As well as, an
advanced segmentation strategy is linked to better interaction and engagement, which only almost
20 % of the interviewees applied. This is a segmentation based not only on interests and
demographics, but varied targets with differentiated messages to each one, and the necessary
improvements depending on the interaction received. There is a direct relation between interaction
from the audience and with the audience. This means that a high level of interaction with the
audience could incentive the audience to interact back. High levels of interaction also are related
to the relevance given to loyalty.
We found out that giving priority to customer loyalty is an indicator of high levels of cultural
marketing practices because it's associated with better results according to interaction and
engagement.
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